CORNELL WINS COUNTRY'S BAD COURSE

Smaller Total for First Five Men
WILL HILL AND DANE
At Mount Vernon

ESTABLISH IN FIRST PLACE

Iowa Runner Covers Four and One-
Half Mile Course in 22:51 1-5 Min-
ute — Time is Third Best Behind
Carrugi and Wright — Wright Tops
Five Runners

Cornell won the dual cross country meet eight weeks ago and the scores were Iowa 33, Cornell 25, Cornell 14, Michigan 13, Wisconsin 12, New York State 12, Minnesota 10, and University of Chicago 8.

The meet against Cornell, Murray, and Schell was for the elimination of the worse cross country team. Before a quarter of a mile from the finish, Cornell had eight men and Michigan and New York State had seven men each. Cornell went across the finish line first, with Michigan and New York State second and third.

Since the following order: Ristine of Iowa, Schell of Cornell, Miller, Murray, and Schell. The rank of the first five men not seen in 25-31 1-5, which is within six
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Advantages of Association of Men and Women

In spite of the arguments and misunderstandings that sometimes arise between men and women, there are some advantages of association that should not be overlooked.

The solution of the problems of life for students, some of whom are men and women together, perhaps, in colleges where men and women are both students, some of the studies in the style that her sisters are not working at her college.

Kittredge, Lauer is right. A taboo on betting is worth a try. Now and then the columns of the Tribune says that a personal side and a university side. That appears to be a fine thing for a society woman to do. You have also noticed probably that the losing gambler doesn't mean a losing team for there is often contended that the losing gambler should shoulder and chirps, and sometimes a hearty if repressed condemnation of that team if it plays poorly.

Ralph W. Boeder

Dr. J. W. Figg
DENTIST
Phone 273
13-12-15 1-2 S. Dubuque Street

Edward's Dancing Studio
Co. A Hall

7th ANNUAL SEASON
Phone 1298 or 82

Always first with the new styles
QUALITY FIRST
THE DAILY IOWAN
STATE UNIVERSITY OF IOWA
Sunday, November 7, 1920

SOUSSA'S BAND
AT
The Armory -- Friday, Nov. 12
2 O'CLOCK--AFTERNOON OF THE BARBECUE

Tickets at Kirk's, Whetstone's, Racine's, Sunier's, Book and Craft, Wienieke's, Harmony Hall, Ries Book Store, University Book Store, Quadrangle, and Carrier Hall.

Always one sees the smart frock
Wherever one goes it is always the frock that attracts attention. It may be the street frock playing at being severe, but unsuccessfully.

A graceful silken smock model openly captivating in its embellishment of embroidery, headery, fringe or panels, or frocks for the dance or evening affair. Seeing these frocks you will visualize your needs for the season and buy accordingly.

Priced to suit every purse $19.75 to $175.00

Silk Underthings

That will delight the heart of a woman

No season has brought forth such charm in silk underthings for women. Camisoles, Envelope Chemise, Bloomers and Petticoats Colors to match or harmonize with almost any costume. Some camisoles without trimming other than basting bow of contrast- ing or self-color ribbon—others embroidered in gay tones.

But come and see them all. You'll find what you want here.

Camisole Chemise Bloomers Petticoats
$1.25-4.95 $2.85-7.50 $3.95-$12 $3.95-$15
Fried Chicken Dinner

SUNDAY
Mad Hatter's Tea Room
12 to 2
EIGHTY-FIVE CENTS

HERE'S THE MENU I TOLD YOU ABOUT

Bisque of Chicken Soup .......... 10¢
Minced Chicken with Green Peppers, on
Toast. ........................................ 50¢
Roast Leg of Pork, Baked Apple ..... 45¢
Roast Shoulder of Veal, Dressing .. 40¢
American Pot Roast, Noodles ...... 40¢
Mashed Potatoes ..... Vegetable Salad
Rice Fritters, Lemon Sauce
THE IOWA LUNCH ROOM

LET'S GET THE GOPHERS NOW!
Special Sunday Dinner
75¢

CHICKEN BROTH WITH RICE
Fried Lake Trout, Drawn Butter
Roast Young Chicken, Celery Dressing
Prime Rib Beef, Brown Gravy
Leg of Pork, Apple Sauce
Individual Baked Chicken Pie, Quality
Breaded Pork Tenderloin, Cream
Pan Roast of Oysters, Celery Sauce
Mashed Potatoes ..... Butter Beans
Richieh Salad
Vanilla Ice Cream ..... Fancy. Cookies
Coffee Tea Milk

SEE THE AMERICAN LEGION PLAY "OH! OH! CINDY"
Englert Theatre, November 10th & 11th

QUALITY CAFE

How Large is an Atom?

ATOMS are so infinitesimal that to be seen under the most powerful microscope one hundred million must be grouped... The atom used to be the smallest indivisible unit of matter. When the X-Rays and radium were discovered physicists found that they were dealing with smaller things than atoms—with particles they called "electrons." Atoms are built up of electrons, just as the solar system is built up of things. An electron, in comparison, will be as big as a cathedral, and an electron, in comparison, will be as big as a cathedral, and an electron, in comparison, will be as big as a cathedral, and an electron, in comparison, will be as big as a cathedral. They use the X-Ray tube as if it were a machine-gun; for by its beam they can penetrate even a steel plate. In the form of immutable propositions.
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The repairing and redecorating of the Presbyterian church has been completed and will be open for ser-
vice this morning. During the past two months, the services have been held in the natural science auditorium.

straight play wins tilt FOR HAWKEYE TEAM (Continued from page 11)

End of third quarter. Iowa 13, North-
western 0.

Fourth Quarter
Iowa's ball on Northwestern's 16-
yard line. A. Devine kicked out of
bounds at 15-yard line. Lane gained 1
yard around right end. Ty Funch
gained 3 yards against center. Lane
punted to Iowa's 16-yard line. Dev-
ine returned to 40-yards line. A. De-
vine kicked out of bounds at 15-
yard line. Y. Jaqua entered game for
first time through center. "Gigging" Bob
Skyes went in for Making. Lane gained 2
yards around right end. Knight for-
gained 3 yards. Lane kicked to Iowa's
19-yard line. Rich returned to North-
western's 30-yard line for a 1-20-
yard punt. Rich gained one yard tack-
led. Hunter went in for Kadesky. Jia-
quagained 2 yards more through en-
counters. Iowa obtained 1 yard for off-
delay. Cykes kicked over goal line. North-
western's ball on 20-yard line. Knite-
gained 1 yard around right end. North-
western's ball on 35-yard line. A. De-
vine made 1 yard around right end. Ty
Funch went in for Kadesky. Gibson
gained 3 yards against center. Lane
punted to Iowa's 25-yard line. De-
vine returned to 40-yards line. A. De-
vine made 1 yard around left end. A. De-
vine gained 1 yard through left tackle.

WANT ADS
Rates: one insertion 75c a week. Three in-
sertions 5 cts a week. Minimum charge 50 sta.

FOR RENT—First room for mod-
ern home. Large double room and en-
closed sleeping porch for two.

PASTIME THEATRE
TODAY AND TOMORROW
The Greatest Flyer the World has ever Known
LT. ORMER LOCKLEAR

In the Greatest Romance of the Air-River Film
"THE SKYWAYMAN"

A Story of Life and thrills above the Clouds
He was killed while making the final scenes
for this picture! See it!

Also a Good Comedy

Pate News
Come Early
Admission 15c & 30c
Continuous on Saturday and Sunday from
1:30 to 10:45

ENGLEH THEATRE
Tues. Nov. 16

RICHARD WALTON TULLY PRESENTS


With Kathy Williams, Lila Lee and Ann Forrest
ALSO TWO-REEL COMEDY

"Torchy in High"